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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

NEW YORK Marketers can learn a lot from the results of behavioral psychology studies, according to an executive
speaking at L2's "Sold: Why Consumers Buy What They Buy" clinic on Nov. 3.

When attempting to motivate consumers, the way a proposition is phrased, presented or has attention drawn to or
detracted from it will lead targeted individuals to act differently even if there is no real change. Brands can leverage
these findings to increase consumer engagement and influence consumer behavior without the consumer feeling
manipulated through 'libertarian paternalism.'

"'Libertarian paternalism' sounds contradictory: a libertarian is about the right to choose and paternalism is
improving the welfare of people, but we actually believe it's  possible to achieve both these goals," Jordan Goldberg,
co-founder & CEO of StickK. "The way we do that is through 'choice architecture.'

"What is choice architecture? It's  someone who designs a situation in which people make decisions."

The carrot and the stick
For "Using Behavioral Economy to Influence Consumer Behavior," Mr. Goldberg listed a number of findings in the
field of behavioral psychology that could be translated by brands into motivating the behavior of both consumers
and employees.

Among the most well known situations of what Mr. Goldberg calls choice architecture is the idea of the carrot and
the stick whether a reward or the threat of punishment is a better motivating factor. Studies have shown that, in
general, the stick is the more effective motivator.

This does not necessarily mean that a brand needs to change an offer or promotion, just the way it is  presented.

"You can go to your employees and say, 'Everybody has to contribute $3,000 a year toward your healthcare payment
but if you complete your biometric screening then you only need to contribute $2,500,' and that's framed as a $500
carrot," Mr. Goldberg said. "If you say, Everybody has to contribute $2,500 toward your healthcare and if you don't
complete your biometric screening, then you have to contribute $3,000.'

"It's  the same thing, just one is framed as a carrot," he said. "The second one generally has a higher compliance rate
than the carrot, so we encourage our clients, if the are comfortable, to adapt that."
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Research also shows that lottery-based rewards and the allocation of funds play a huge role in consumer
preferences. In a survey taken at an airport, the majority of consumers said they would rather be entered into a lottery
with a 1 percent chance of winning $200 than be given $2, but consumers were even more in favor if the $200 was
changed to a $200 gift card for fine dining restaurants.

Silverseas' Silver Muse on-cruise French dining

This may seem paradoxical, as the $200 could be used for dining or any other purpose, but consumers think of the
money in context of their budgets. The former offers an opportunity to pay a bill that needs to be paid, while the
second is added to the budget allotted to fine dining.

For a company attempting to motivate its employees, this means that a bonus is not as strong a motivator as an
equivalent value offered as a vacation for the family. The employee would understand the bonus as money to
spread amongst many costs, but the vacation offers an increase directly to the leisure budget.

"When you have non-cash rewards there is a greater sense of connection to the brand, to the reward, to the
experience," Mr. Goldberg said. "The cash might be used to paying the utility bill, that might not resonate you, you
have to do that, but now you can indulge."

Lancome elite rewards

The illusion of progress can also be used to sway consumers. If a consumer is given 200 loyalty points and gets a
reward at 500, they will be more likely to get to 500 and thus became a more frequent consumer than if they need to
reach only 300 points but start at zero. Either way, the consumer needs 300 points, but offering the "bonus" with the
higher reward ceiling makes it appear as if the consumer is 40 percent to the goal already.

Lastly, and most simply, default options are very powerful. Consumers are unlikely opt into or out of anything, as
demonstrated in organ donor laws across the globe.

Keeping up

Appealing to a new generation will also require brands to rethink how they market products.

According to speakers from The Future Laboratory at the U.S. Retail and Luxury Futures Forum 2015 on Oct. 21 in
New York, millennials' coming-of-age and entrance into the luxury market have caused new trends in retail to
emerge to meet consumer demands.

The rise of digital and mobile commerce necessitates a new approach to in-store experience, and consumers'
tendency to interact with brands across many different devices likewise demands a "total retail," or omnichannel,
experience. New technology offers a number of opportunities for brands to take advantage of this shift (see story).

Indeed, new patterns and mindsets in consumers will also require marketers to be constantly ready to shift tactics
as consumers shift behavior.

Now in the "turbulent teens" of the 21st century, luxury consumers are changing their mindset, forcing brands to
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evolve along with them, according to an executive from The Future Laboratory at the U.S. Retail & Luxury Futures
Forum on Oct. 21 in New York.

Presenting the results of a survey of United Kingdom and United States consumers it conducted this summer, The
Future Laboratory found that "luxurians" in these countries are generally seeking out experiences over goods,
craving a meaningful human connection from the brands they interact with. Brands need to respond with
interactions that play to consumers' intangible desires that exist outside of material ownership (see story).

"Why don't we highlight that yellow brick road and get people it?" Mr. Goldberg said. "If you need to get them from
one path to the other, you need to raise the attention to the decision."

Final Take
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